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Wine’s ultimate variable – the cork
Engineered cork closures: DIAM vs. ProCork
For the last ten years, the pros and cons of using engineered corks have been benchmarked against natural
cork closures. Today engineered corks are becoming more and more affordable and readily available.
Comparisons will unavoidably become more frequent between different versions of these new closures, because
the whole debate around corks is opening up to include new technologies.
In this vein, here is a comparative study between the French product DIAM and the Australian ProCork. The
DIAM process involves washing virgin cork to remove its impurities and using it to manufacture reconstituted
cork stoppers. DIAM corks have a composite appearance. ProCork is a natural cork closure, but is fitted with a
multilayer membrane at the end of the cork, which is in contact with the wine, thereby protecting it from negative
exchanges.
What are the problems to be solved?
The first priority is to prevent bottles of wine being found to be corked. Secondly, the more subtle objective is to
eradicate differences in the way the same wine ages from one bottle to another.
How can these differences be recognised?
Firstly, by knowing what the original wine tasted like before being bottled and closed; for example, by carefully
tasting Bordeaux wines en primeur. Then, by knowing what organoleptic characteristics define a great wine. My
“palate before the nose” tasting method has shown and led to understand that the difference comes in the way
the wine’s tannin is perceived at the point it registers on the palate and with regard to its granularity. The bottom
line is that a great red wine always has sophisticated tannins. Anything that impairs the integrity of that sensation
is most often down to the cork either because of its permeability or because it releases its own tannins into the
wine.
While the natural cork producers have become quite adept at eliminating the very obvious “corked” taste, to my
knowledge the second problem of differences in the way the same wine evolves in different bottles has not been
solved. The two major sources of consumer disappointment are of course wines that are corked and “bad
bottles” that do not reflect what the wine should be like.
Please note that in a coming update of my website, you will find these very comments in the databases of the
wines affected.
At the beginning of the year, ProCork asked me if I would test the same white wine that had been corked with a
DIAM10 and ProCork in different bottles. The first test covered more than a month to explore how the wine
responded to the presence of air. Then I asked for another batch of bottles to see how they had evolved in
comparison to the first test. Overall, over both tests, I preferred ProCork, although some of the results were
drawn with DIAM equal to the ProCork wine. What I found unfortunate in the wines with the DIAM cork was the
perception of deviations stemming from the presence of a greater bitter and tannic effect that obstructed the
progress of the sensations in the mouth and damaged the finish.
I was very surprised last July to receive a report from Sensenet, a sensory analysis laboratory based in Rennes
in north-western France. The study analysed both these wines, listed the components detected and arrived at
the same conclusions as mine. This is quite significant for a wine critic, who only works with his palate and his
nose, while putting into perspective what he has tasted. This delights me and should delight you too, because a
good number of you rely on my verdicts to drink better wines. I would also add that since I have been practicing
this profession, this type of confirmation from highly effective analytical tools, recognised reliable by the scientific
community, has only occurred twice for me. The first time was in 1998. At that time, I pointed out a green pepper
character in a famous Medoc wine that was noticeable after bottling, but not before. Under the threat of litigation,
analytical results returned a concentration of methoxypyrazines well above perceptual thresholds. The second
was in 2004, when I was already reporting differences between bottles of the same wine. Famed winemaker and
professor of oenology Denis Dubourdieu lent credence to my view with findings from his own research.
Read Sensenet report here

